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Культурный маршрут
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Культурный маршрут

Narumi «Glowing Gold» Collection



___  Tea ceremony   ___
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Dunoon Mug «Sheikh Lomond», 320 ml, 
bone china, red

L’Objet Tea Cup with saucer «Pearls», 
230 ml, white decor, porcelain 

Rosenthal Versace Tea Cup with 
Saucer «Versace Garden», 220 ml, 
porcelain 

Legle Mug «Houndstooth» 250 ml, 
porcelain, black

Meissen Meissen Tea-Coffee Cup with 
Saucer «Swan Service», 140 ml, white 
relief 

Wedgwood Set of Tea Cups with Saucers 
«Vanderlust», 150 ml, 4 pieces, porcelain 

Sieger by Fürstenberg Coffee Cup, 
rounded « My Porcelain! Golden 
Palace», 250 ml 

Dibbern Tea-Coffee Cup with Saucer 
«Black Forest. White Decor», 250 ml

Herend Coffee Cup with Saucer 
«Victoria», 160 ml

MY FAVORITE CUP…
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Культурный маршрут___  Вдохновение  ___

Autumn symphony
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___ Inspiration  ___
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___  Inspiration ___

In Limoges porcelain from the Italian brand Marie Daage, the 
primary shades of the autumn palette are united: this dinnerware 
set immediately conjures associations with a multi-colored carpet 
of rustling leaves underfoot. Petal-like patterned ornaments attract 
the eye with delicate nuances, seemingly crafted by the stroke of 
a painter's brush. A subtle golden edge lining the plate borders 
resonates with the sleek finishes of the Pintinox cutlery. The visual 
highlights of this colorful table setting are crystal vases adorned 
with bouquets of dahlias and other autumnal flowers, harmonizing 
with the tableware's color scheme. Such vivid décor necessitates no 
additional embellishments— a monochromatic pastel-toned tablecloth 
serves as a splendid backdrop for the primary items. To impart a 
more airy composition, the refined Klimchi glasses with a soft pink 
tint create a sense of effortless lightness through their varying heights 
and shapes, a crucial essence to uphold as the colder season draws 
near.

Marie Daage Dining set, 12/60, porcelain
Pintinox Set of cutlery «Synthesis», 6/24, gold, 
stainless steel
Manufactory Tablecloth «Alghero Stones», 170x250 
cm, cotton
Manufactory Set of placemats «Alghero Stones», 
45x35 cm, 7 pcs
Klimchi Set of red wine glasses «Shadows», 460 
ml, bohemian glass, pink, 2 pcs
Klimchi Set of dessert wine glasses «Shadows», 135 
ml, Bohemian glass, pink, 2 pcs.
Klimchi Set of sparkling wine glasses «Shadows», 
240 ml, Bohemian glass, pink, 2 pcs.
Klimchi Set of white wine glasses «Shadows», 240 
ml, Bohemian glass, pink, 2 pcs.
Klimchi Champagne Cocktail Glass «Shadows», 
220 ml, Bohemian glass, pink, 2 pcs.
Klimchi Cocktail glasses set «Shadows», 160 ml, 
Bohemian glass, pink, 2 pcs

1. Pintinox Cutlery set «Synesis», 6/24, gold, 
stainless steel
2. Klimchi Oval vase «Hobnail», 23 cm, Bohemian 
glass, pale pink
3. Anna Von Lipa Champagne Cocktail Glass 
«Limu», 220 ml, 2 pcs., crystal glass, pink
4. Luz your senses Set of candles «Rustic», 30 cm, 
2 pcs., gray-pink
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ALL THE COLORS
OF AUTUMN
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___  Вдохновение  ___
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___  Inspiration ___

 Creating an autumnal ambiance for lunch or 
dinner can be achieved by using just two warm 
shades: honey orange and muted light green 
in this table setting. A broad linen runner with 
patterned edges serves as both a base and an 
accent, also allowing the amber depth of the 
Gusevsky Crystal Factory's glasses and bowls 
to be fully revealed. Balancing the arrangement 
is Narumi's tea service made of pristine bone 
china. The plates are adorned with a gradient 
pattern: their edges seem to shimmer with a 
golden-greenish light, harmonizing with the shade 
of the napkins that feature lace inserts. To add 
an elevated look to the composition, minimalist 
tableware is complemented by a textured engraved 
crystal jug, ornate sugar bowl, dish, and jam pot 
with silver plating. These elements, along with the 
cutlery featuring intricate spiral handles, subtly 
hint at the elaborate aesthetics of the Rococo era. 

TEXTURE PLAY

Narumi Set Shimmering Gold, 6/21, bone china
Narumi Narumi Dinner Set Shimmering Gold, 6/20, 
bone china
Herdmar Herdmar Sobor Cutlery Set, 6/24, stainless 
steel
Décor de table Cocktail Glass Florence, 110 ml
Décor de table Pitcher with Lid Paris, 1.2 L, crystal
Gusevsky Crystal Factory (GHZ) Cutlery Stand, 
90x20 cm, crystal, swampy
Gusevsky Crystal Factory (GHZ) Table Vase Cascade, 
8.5 cm, crystal, amber
Gusevsky Crystal Factory (GHZ) Set of Water 
Tumblers Gift. Ivan Kupala., 190 ml, crystal, amber
Gusevsky Crystal Factory (GHZ) Napkin Ring, crystal, 
turquoise

Queen Anne Toast Stand, 21x10 cm, steel, silver-plated
Queen Anne Jam Pot with Handle and Spoon, 12x15 
cm, glass, steel, silver-plated
Schiavon Oval Center Table Plate Essence, 34x12 cm, 
silver-plated
Schiavon Sugar Bowl with Lid Baroque, 8.5 cm, silver-
plated
Venetian Lace Table Runner Byzantium, 45x135 cm
Venetian Lace Napkin Lyre, 40x40 cm, linen, green
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___  Вдохновение  ___
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___  Inspiration    ___

Ripe figs, clusters of dark grapes, late dahlias in 
rich plum shades—expressive purple can also 
allude to the gifts of autumn. It looks particularly 
striking against white: hence, this combination 
is purposefully used in the porcelain set from 
Legle and linen table napkins from Moltomolto. To 
prevent these elements from blending into one, 
the table setting is complemented by plates with 

ACCENTS IN LILAC TONES
a black-and-white «houndstooth» print. Traditional 
table arrangement looks fresh and original thanks 
to the use of intricate shapes and textures. For 
instance, a Bohemian glass bowl from Klimchi 
acts as a vase, adorned with numerous convex 
elements. Unusual stainless-steel candleholders are 
inspired by Japanese cherry blossom petals, while 
an elegant salt shaker with ridges resembles a 

seashell. Adding a touch of bohemian elegance to 
the setting are delicate crystal goblets and glasses 
with graphic reliefs, as well as small bowls for nuts 
combining golden and silvery finishes.

Georg Jensen Salt Cellar with Spoon Bernadotte, 7.4 cm
Décor de table Wine Glass Florence, 350 ml, crystal
Décor de table Whiskey Glass Brittany, 330 ml, crystal
Georg Jensen Candleholder Set Bloom, 7.3x9.5x8.7 cm, 2 
pieces, stainless steel
Klimchi Bowl  Hobnail, 23 cm, Bohemian glass, black

Legle Dinnerware Set Under the Sun, 6/27, porcelain, 
amethyst, black, gold rim
Legle Dinnerware Set Houndstooth, 6/19, porcelain, black
Manufacture Set of Placemats, 45x35 cm, Alghero, 7 pieces
Sola Cutlery Set Cubism, 6/24, stainless steel, silver-plated
Ralph Lauren Nut Bowl Home Kipton, 9 cm, stainless steel

Luz your senses Candle Set Rustic, 30 cm, 2 pieces, coffee 
color
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1. Legle Tea Set Carbon, for 6 persons, 21 pieces, porcelain
2. Georg Jensen Candleholder Set Bloom, 7.3x9.5x8.7 cm, 2 pieces, stainless steel
3. Tonka Aromatic Candle Space, 50 ml
4. Luz your senses Candle Set Rustic, 30 cm, 2 pieces, silver metallic
5. L’Objet Photo Braid Frame, 10x15 cm, platinum-plated

6. Lladró Figurine Bouquet as a Gift, 5x18 cm, porcelain
7. Pintinox Cutlery Set Westminster, for 6 persons, 24 pieces, stainless stee
8. Vista Alegre Wine Glass Biarritz, 580 ml, crystal
9. Vista Alegre Set of Champagne Glass Biarritz, 235 ml, 2 pieces, crystal

___  Table Look  ___
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1. Rosenthal Figurine Angel with Owl, 14.5 cm, porcelain
2. Anna Von Lipa Set of White Wine Glasses Lima, 210 ml, 2 pieces, crystal glass, pink
3. Vista Alegre Tea Set Terrace, 6/21, porcelain
4. ADJ Reversible Round Placemat, d35 cm, leather, ash-pink

5. Picard & Wielputz Cutlery Set Solingen Ligato, 12/72, steel, gold-plated
6. Legle Vase, 26 cm, porcelain, pale pink, gold
7. L’Objet Napkin Ring Set Trinity, 4 pieces, gold-plated, platinum-coated

___  Table Look  ___
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___  Top Gifts  ___

1. A simple and stylish solution for maintaining 
beverage temperature on your table.

3. Create coziness and a special atmosphere at home. 
Your loved ones and friends will always be close to you

2. Allows you to fully enjoy the aroma and taste 
of your favorite wine.

4. A functional and concise accessory capable 
of enlivening any interior.

5.   A great way to create a cozy atmosphere 
and emphasize the individual character of the 
interior.

1. Georg Jensen Thermos Pitcher Bernadotte, 1L
2. Zwiesel Glas Red Wine Decanter Air Sense, 1.5L
3. L’Objet Photo Frame Cuba, 13x18 cm, platinum

4. GioBagnara Rectangular Tray with Handles Victor, 34.5x44.5 cm, powder
5. L’Objet Candle Safari Leopard, 9x13 cm, porcelain, gold-plated
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___  Top Gifts  ___

6. An elegant and long-lasting solution – to infuse 
your home or office with beloved scents.

9. An accessory that keeps drinks cold and makes 
celebrations even more enjoyable.

8. Leather bathroom accessories will truly 
complete and stylize the bathroom interior.

7. It will not only enhance your interior but also serve 
as a splendid gift for friends and acquaintances.

10. An original way to enjoy quiet leisure and relaxation, as 
well as an unusual interior decoration.

6. Tonka Amsterdam Aromatic Diffuser, 350 ml, green bottle
7. Moser Gloria Vase with Ornament, 25.5 cm, topaz
8. Pinetti Round Toothbrush Holder Poseidon, 6x11.5 cm, white

9. Sieger by Fürstenberg Wine Cooler Bucket Faces, 25 cm, platinum
10. Enigme Noble Board Game Venus Black, 36x36x6 cm, oak, black
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Décor de Table is a brand oriented towards 
enthusiasts of European table setting traditions. 

The brand's style blends elements of Art Deco and 
modern classicism.
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Énigme Noble offers an original way to enjoy solitary leisure 
and relaxation, during which logical and intellectual skills are 

refined, and mental agility is maintained. The roots of the 
Énigme Noble game trace back to the 17th century when it was 

known as "Solitaire."
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Live 
beautifully!

Come to us for home comfort and 
stylish table setting ideas!


